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It is easy to think that the Waldringfield racing 
Wayfarers are all about the new Hartley boats 
and the (often) very 

close racing at the front 
of the fleet. However, the 
Wayfarer fleet is much 
more than that and 
there is real enthusiasm 
throughout the whole fleet. 
In fact some of those who 
sail most regularly are still 
in the old style Wayfarers  
–  here is Margaret’s story:

Unbelievably it is 22 
years since we bought 
our first Wayfarer and, 
with fear and trepidation, 
joined in the racing. I say 
‘with fear’ because I had 
been terrified of being in 
a boat with white flappy 
things since I was about 
five, and Matthew was 
only 15 and it was a huge 
step up from helming a 
Cadet (for three years) 
with a lovely crew to going 
out in a Wayfarer with a 
very nervous mum, who 
insisted on racing because 
the safety boats were out.

We discovered the 
true value of ‘time on the 
water’ and gradually managed to finish a 
race while the other helms were still in 
the dinghy park. Then, after lots of help 
and guidance from the other helms, we 
actually arrived at the dinghy park with 
other Wayfarers still in the water (that 
memory is still very clear). 

After about four years we sold our boat 
and bought a ‘woody’ and we had so much 
fun in that. We sailed in several Deben 
Weeks (mostly at the back of the fleet). 
We also branched out to sailing in some 
Open Competitions, including in Denmark 
and the Nationals in Weymouth. With a 
heavy heart I gave up crewing in 2010, 
and handed over my jib, spinnaker lines, 
and seat to Rachel. 

Admittedly some of the high spots were the times 
we did not capsize when all around us were; did not 

get caught up with 
commercial traffic 
(and being protested 
out) at Medway, and 
of surviving a very, 
very windy Orford 
Day during Aldeburgh 
Week. In fact we 
survived some very 
windy conditions at 
all sorts of venues… 
once we overtook 
14 boats on the last 
mark because they all 
capsized.

Matthew is still 
sailing his ‘woody’ 
and thoroughly 
enjoys each and every 
Saturday afternoon. 
He takes his triumphs 
from the buoys they 
round in first place, 
seeing the seals, and 
watching others doing 
the wrong course – or 
capsizing!  
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